Record of Issue of License to Marry.

District of South Kila, Island of Hawaii.

License Issued by [Signature] Date of License June 24, 1906.

Name of Male: Kumabuchi Okuda Age: 29
Name of Father: Seizo Okuda Name of Mother: Namura
Nationality: Japanese Nationality: Japanese
Residence: Japan (dead) Residence: Japan

Name of Female: Sakayo Tamura Age: 14
Name of Father: Seijiro Tamura Name of Mother: Sakayo
Nationality: Japanese Nationality: Japanese
Residence: Japan (dead) Residence: Hilo, Hawaii.

Names of Witnesses: Kumanaro Nakita & Yoshich Hiro

Place of Marriage: Hilo, Hawaii.

Ceremony Performed by: Rev. M. Yajima

Copy sent to Registrar of Marriages
this 28th day of June 1906.

Mailed to Dr. C.I. Stone at Hilo, P.O.

Agent to Grant Licenses to Marry.

District of South Kila, Island of Hawaii.
Bachelor

Name of Male Kumakichi Okuda Age 29
Nationality Japanese Residence Itako
Name of Father Torune Okuda Name of Brother Sesshu
Nationality Japanese Nationality Japanese
Residence Dead in Yamaguchi Ken Residence Yamaguchi Ken

Maid

Name of Female Sakayo Tomura Age 14
Nationality Japanese Residence Itako
Name of Father Seijiro Tomura Name of Brother Sakayo
Nationality Japanese Nationality Japanese
Residence Dead in Yamaguchi Ken Residence Yamaguchi Ken

Witnesses Kumataro Wakita and
Toshichi Hamamura

U. Yajima